We study a discrete diusion process introduced in some combinatorial puzzles called Flood-It, Mad Virus or HoneyBee that can be played online [1, 2, 4] and whose computational complexities have recently been studied [5, 7, 12, 8] . Originally dened on regular boards, we show that studying their dynamics directly on general graphs is valuable: we synthesize and extend previous results, we show how to solve Flood-It on cycles by computing a poset height and how to solve the 2-Free-Flood-It variant by computing a graph radius.
Introduction
There exists a family of combinatorial games (Flood-It [1] , Mad Virus [2] , HoneyBee [4] ) which rely on a common discrete diusion dynamics. We study here the graph versions of those ooding games that have been originally dened on boards whose tiles are regular polygons (squares for Flood-It, hexagons for Mad Virus and Honey-Bee).
The game called Flood-It is played by one player on a k-colored board where one particular tile s (called ooding tile) is xed. A colored component is a maximal set of connected tiles with the same color. The aim of the game is to ood the entire board as fast as possible. At each move, the player chooses a color c. The colored component containing s is changed into color c and as a result merges with all adjacent c-colored components. After a nite number of moves, all tiles end with the same color, the board is ooded (i.e. monochromatic). A sequence of moves is here a sequence of colors.
Free-Flood-It [3] is a version of Flood-It in which the player may also choose the ooding tile at each move. A sequence of moves is thus an ordered list of couples (c i , t i ) such that c i is the color and t i the tile that are chosen at move number i. In both versions, a ooding sequence is a sequence of moves ooding the entire board (see Figure 1) .
Those ooding games have a natural generalization to connected undirected graphs.
In a k-colored connected graph G = (V, E, κ) with coloration κ : V → {1, . . . , k}, vertices of V (resp. edges of E) play the same role as tiles (resp. edges of tiles) of the board. that have the same color c, and a move consists in choosing a ooding vertex and a new color for its colored component. The problem Flood-It (resp. Free-Flood-It), denoted FI (resp. FFI) takes a k-colored connected graph as input and aims at nding a shortest ooding sequence. When the parameter k is xed, the problem is called k-Flood-It (resp. k-Free-Flood-It), denoted k − FI (resp. k − FFI).
Board ooding games can be seen as particular instances of graph ooding games by considering the graphs of adjacent tiles as illustrated in Figure 2 .
square board → square grid triangular board → hexagonal grid hexagonal board → triangular grid Recently several studies have investigated the computational complexity for solving those puzzles. They rst focused on n × n square boards [3] , and then quickly tackled the problem on arbitrary graphs. Table 1 sums up the cases whose complexities have been classied either as polynomial or NP-hard. Some results have been proved independently by several authors. The references also contain approximability results for the shortest ooding sequences [3, 5, 12] , as well as bounds on its length [3, 5] .
In this paper, we present new results on those ooding games on graphs, including unpublished results of [11] (in bold in Table 1 ).
In Section 2, we put forward hard instances of k-FI and k-FFI based on trees and explain how they encapsulate and extend previously known results. All those hard instances have at least three colors and a vertex of degree at least three. It is then shown that as soon as the number of colors or the maximum degree of the graph is bounded by 2, one can solve the puzzle in polynomial time thanks to shortest or longest path computations. In particular we settle the complexity of 2-FFI that was left open in [3] for square boards (which has been solved independently and almost simultaneously in [5, 11, 12] ). Section 3 concludes the paper with some open questions.
Complexity results
For any k-colored graph G = (V, E, κ) we dene the reduced graph G = ( V ,Ẽ,κ) in which all c-colored components (c ∈ {1, . . . , k}) have been reduced to one c-colored [5] and k≥3 [3] if h≥3 [5] and k≥3 [3] P if h=2 [5] NP-hard if h≥3 NP-hard NP-hard if h≥3 and k≥4 [12] if h=2 [13] and k≥4 [12] P if h=n and k=2 [5] P if h=2 [13] paths (1 × n grids) P [7, 11] [7, 11] if k≥3 [8, 11] co-comparability graphs P [7] split graphs NP-hard [7] an identical color is suitable (e.g. see [11] ). In addition, a sequence S of moves obviously oods the entire graph G if and only if S also oods entirely its reduced version. In terms of reduced graphs, a ooding sequence is a sequence which ends on a reduced graph which is a singleton. A ooding sequence for Free-Flood-It and 2 colors is illustrated in Figure 3 with both the original dynamics and the associated sequence of reduced graphs. Note that for 2 colors, each move is fully specied by the ooded vertex whose new color is forced (since all its neighbors have the same color). Proof. The idea is to use a reduction from a variant of the problem SCS which consists in nding a shortest common supersequence of a set of words on an alphabet Σ (NPcomplete decision version denoted [SR8] in [9] ). This variant considers a xed alphabet Σ = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k } with k ≥ 3, and restricts the problem SCS to sets of words that do not contain any word starting with letter a 1 nor any word having two identical consecutive letters. It is used in [7] and denoted MSCS (Modified SCS). In [6] , Darte has shown that for any xed k ≥ 3, the associated decision version remains NP-complete.
We rst show that k-FI (with as the input threshold for the decision version of k-FI) is NP-complete. Let W = {w 1 , . . . w m } be a set of words over the alphabet Σ = {a 1 , . . . , a k }. Suppose W is an instance of MSCS. Then, no word w i starts with letter a 1 and thus we may construct the following k-colored reduced tree T using Σ as set of colors. T contains one root vertex r of color a 1 and m linear branches. Each branch B i is a path of |w i | vertices that represents word w i . Its rst vertex is connected to vertex r. The p th Vertex of branch B i has color a j if the p th letter of word w i is a j . By the hypotheses made, the colors given to each vertex do indeed dene a proper k-coloration. The root vertex r of T is chosen as the start vertex of the Flood-it game. Then, it is easy to see that a word w = a σ1 a σ2 . . . a σ is a common supersequence of W , if and only if a σ1 , a σ2 , . . . , a σ is a ooding sequence of colors of T . Now, we show that the free version of the game is NP-complete. The diculty here is that the player may choose a sequence of colors that covers all letters of all words w i but in an order that does not respect the order according to which they appear in these words. To make sure this does not happen, we modify the tree T built in the previous paragraph. We suppose that all words in W have no more than n letters. Let T now be the tree that still has the same root vertex r as above but has n + 1 copies of each branch B i . On one hand, as above, any common supersequence w = a σ1 a σ2 . . . a σ of W yields a ooding sequence of moves (a σ1 , r), (a σ2 , r) . . . (a σ , r) that oods T entirely from vertex r only. On the other hand, the copies of each branch make sure that any optimal sequence of moves must ood from vertex r and thus yield a common supersequence of W . Indeed, suppose that S is an optimal ooding sequence of moves of length . Then, all copies of any branch B i must be ooded similarly (in particular, if one of them is ooded entirely through vertex r, then they all are). Suppose one move of S chooses as ooding vertex the p th vertex number inside a copy of branch B i . Then, for every one of the n + 1 copies of B i there is a move of S that chooses the p th vertex number of this branch as ooding vertex. Each of these n + 1 moves oods at most two vertices (vertices p − 1 and p + 1 of the branch). But, since copies of B i have no more than n vertices, n + 1 is strictly more than the number of moves needed to ood all n + 1 copies of B i choosing r as ooding vertex. As a consequence S is not optimal. Since this is a contradiction, any optimal ooding sequence contains only moves whose ooding vertex is r.
It is clear that any class of colored graphs whose reduced graphs contain those trees with proper colorations, should win back the hardness results. This is formalized in the next corollary. Corollary 1. Let G be a class of graphs such that there exists a polynomial P (.) and a polynomial time algorithm nding for any willow tree T with n vertices a graph G ∈ G with O(P (n)) vertices that can be reduced to T by edge-contractions. Then for any xed k ≥ 3, k-FI and k-FFI are NP-hard and their decision versions are NP-complete for the class G.
The class of square grids (resp. triangular grids, hexagonal grids) underlying the board game with square tiles (resp. hexagonal tiles, triangular tiles) satises those conditions. Corollary 1 also implies that k-FI and k-FFI are NP-hard for k ≥ 3 on trees of maximum degree 3. Indeed consider a willow tree T with m branches. Its root vertex may be replaced by a binary tree with m leaves (connected to the m branches of T ) and with obviously no more vertices than the number of vertices of T . This yields a tree that has maximum degree 3 and that can be contracted into T . Remark 1. The proof of Proposition 1 mixes some arguments used in the literature.
First, the problem SCS is at the heart of the NP-hardness proofs about square grids [3, 14] and trees [7] . Next, the NP-hardness of k-FI is proved for willows trees in [7] . However, in this article, the complexity of the decision version of the problem does not follow because the proof relies on a new reduction from SCS to MSCS which is a Turing reduction but not a many-to-one (Karp) reduction. Moreover, their reduction can not be easily transformed into a Karp reduction since adjusting their integer decision parameter for MSCS requires some knowledge about the number of 0s in a shortest common supersequence for their initial SCS instance. The reduction used in [3] to prove the NP-completeness for k-FI on square grids is slightly dierent from the construction suggested in Figure 4 : whereas our reduced graphs exactly t the initial willow trees, their reduced graphs contain many twin vertices and an extra gadjet. Nonetheless, the two reductions are close: up to quotienting by the twin relation, their reduced graphs become willow trees and the need for an additional gadjet in [3] could be avoided by using MSCS instead of SCS as starting problem. Finally the duplication argument used to prove the hardness of k-FFI on those trees is the same as in [3] but we show that n + 1 copies are sucient instead of the 2|Σ|n + 1 copies of [3] . Now, we show that if the maximum degree in the graph is at most 2 (paths or cycles) or the number of colors is at most 2, one can nd a shortest ooding sequence in polynomial time.
Proposition 2. FI on a cycle of order n can be solved in time O(n 2 ) or O(N log N ) where N is the number of pairs of vertices with the same color.
Proof. The reduced graph of a k-colored cycle is still a cycle which can be computed in O(n). Thus we assume that we start with a proper k-coloration κ over a cycle with V = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} and E = {i(i + 1) | 0 ≤ i < n} ∪ {(n − 1)0}. Suppose w.l.o.g. that vertex 0 is the ooding vertex.
One can get the O(n 2 ) complexity by dynamic programming. Let us dene the following variables:
Those values can be computed thanks to the next simple recursive equations (with the convention (n − 1) + 1 = 0):
The minimum length of a ooding sequence is then min 0≤i≤n−1 F (i, i + 1). Its computation only requires O(n 2 ) time and one can retrieve a shortest ooding sequence with no extra cost up to a constant factor.
To get the O(N log N ) complexity, let us say that a couple (i, j) is valid if 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n − 1 and κ(i) = κ(j). A valid couple (i, j) is said to be interlocked into another valid couple if (i , j ) if i < i and j < j. This is a partial order relation that we denote (i, j) ≺ (i , j ). Let be the maximum length of a chain in this order, i.e. The same reasoning and algorithm apply for paths where the ooding vertex is in any position: starting from the reduced graph which is still a path, number the vertices from one extremity of the path to the other, say that the ooding vertex is s, the same kind of dynamic programming works and for the other approach dene valid couples as couples (i, j) where i < s < j, and dene the relation ≺ by (i, j) ≺ (i , j ) if i < i and j < j .
Corollary 2. FI on a path of order n can be solved in time O(n 2 ) or O(N log N ) where N is the number of pairs of vertices with the same color.
Remark 2. Note that all paths are co-comparability graphs. A polynomial algorithm for co-comparability graphs is presented in [7] . Its complexity is not fully analyzed, but it seems that it can be implemented in O(n 2 ) for paths. Now, we consider general graphs but with 2 colors only. As before, we work exclusively with the reduced graphs. For 2 colors, each move is only dened by the choice of a vertex s and the new reduced graph is obtained by contracting {s}∪N (s) into a single vertex (still denoted s). We denote this neighborhood contraction by G = (V, E)
In this context, the main question is to determine the number of neighborhood contractions sucient to reduce the initial graph to a singleton. Such a sequence of contractions is illustrated in Figure 3 .
Let us recall a few denitions about distances in an undirected graph G = (V, E).
The following obvious result allows to derive that 2-FI is in P: Lemma 1 (folklore). The number of neighborhood contractions at vertex s required to reduce a graph to a singleton is exactly the eccentricity ε G (s). As a consequence, solving 2 − FI comes to computing the eccentricity of the ooding vertex s in the initial reduced graph, and the shortest ooding sequence for 2 − FFI is always at most the radius of the initial reduced graph. Lemma 2. Let G = (V, E) and
This implies that in G, one of the two following paths of respective lengths d + 2 and d + 1 exists:
In both cases, we get d ≤ max{|P 1 |, |P 2 |} = d + 2. Proof. The proof is illustrated by Figure 5 . Dene P wu = [w = u 0 , . . . , u R = u] as a minimal path from w to u. Note that the following necessarily holds:
, be a path of length d ≤ R from w to v. If P wv intersects P wu , then there exists i and j such that u i = v j and [u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u i = v j , . . . , v d = v] is a path of length no greater than d − 1 ≤ R − 1 (i ≤ j because otherwise there is a path from w to u shorter than P wu ) from u 1 to v. As a consequence,
there is a path of length d ≤ R from w to v intersecting a minimal path from w to u, then ε(u 1 ) = R − 1 < R. This is contradiction.
Proof. Trivially, R(G ) cannot be bigger than R(G) = R. Let us show that it cannot be smaller than R − 1. Assume that it is: On the rst hand,
Therefore, in G, any minimal path P wu from w to u passes through s. On the other hand, for similar reasons,
and P wv passes through exactly 2 neighbors s 1 and s 2 of s:
is a path of length (R − 1) + 1 = R from w to v that intersects P wu . This is a contradiction.
The statement about neighborhood contractions at the center is a direct consequence of ε G (s) = ε G (s) − 1 already noticed for Lemma 1.
As a consequence of Lemma 1 and 4, we get: Proposition 3. A graph G = (V, E) can be reduced to a singleton by R(G) neighborhood contractions and no less. To do so, one can choose any vertex in C(G) to perform all the contractions.
Proof. By Lemma 1, it can be done in R(G) moves and Lemma 4 ensures it cannot be done in less.
Note that the proposition and all the previous lemmas apply to any connected graph, not necessarily bipartite (as the reduced graph of 2-FFI). Now if we come back to 2-FFI, since the reduced graph of an arbitrary colored graph may be constructed in linear time, by applying Proposition 3 reinterpreted in terms of ooding sequence, we settle the complexity of the puzzle (problem left open in [3] for n × n square boards): Proposition 4. 2-FFI is in P : it can be solved in time O(nm), i.e., the time needed to compute the radius of the associated reduced graph (and to nd a vertex in the center of this graph).
Remark 3. Two dierent and independent proofs have been provided in [5] and [12] .
In [5] , the proof is stated for n × n square boards, but a careful look shows that the arguments apply for any graph.
Conclusion
Though board congurations have a particular structure, e.g. their reduced graphs are planar, we have showed that studying the board ooding games with a graph point of view is valuable. It has provided a proof that 2-FFI is polynomial by putting forward the core parameter which is the radius of a graph.
Nonetheless, one might wish to exploit the characteristics of n × n colored square boards. For instance, is it possible to nd faster algorithms to compute the radius of their reduced graphs ?
More generally, few classes of graphs have been studied and it would be interesting to unveil general features which imply polynomial or NP-hard complexities. In particular which graph parameters ensure polynomial solutions, once bounded ?
